Optimizing the acquisition parameters for EELS recording has to be accomplished simultaneously from the physical and the statistical points of view; the statistical aspect of the question is covered here. Approximate probability density functions of the variables of interest are derived, which provide a global measure of signal-to-noise ratio taking into account every step of the EELS edge area estimation process. Qualitative and quantitative advice is given regarding the critical choice of the estimation and integration energy regions. The notion of visual contrast is presented; it permits the introduction of the concept of statistical detection limit. It is found that for typical experimental conditions, when other factors are equal, the required analysis time for the sample varies approximately as the inverse square of the concentration.
C O U N T I N G PROCESSES I N M I C R O A N A L Y S I S
The counting nature of the processes involved in electron probe microanalysis make any data recording a gamble. One always has to face the problem of determining the acquisition parameters yielding the 'best' result without damaging the sample. Of importance is also the question of the confidence to be granted to these results. Educated guesses are often the rule, and rather few people have attempted to evaluate the whole acquisition process in a quantitative and systematic manner. Some have used a rather statistical approach; one can refer, in X-ray microanalysis, to Ancey et al. (1977) , Zaluzec (1981) , Tixier et al. (1981) and Statham (1982) ; in energy-loss spectrometry, to Egerton (1982a ), Pun & Ellis (1983 and Rez (1983) . Other approaches are more orientated towards some physical aspects of the process, as in Fiori et al. (1982) in X-ray microanalysis, or Jeanguillaume (1982) , Egerton (1982b) and in energy-loss spectrometry. The data acquisition is often computerized, and the accuracy of the digital processing may prevent the analyst from realizing that the recorded and computed values are statistical in essence. These values must therefore be provided together with their characteristic properties, such as probability density functions (pdf), average and variance, and confidence domains.
In X-ray microanalysis, Ancey et al. (1977) and Tixier et al. (1981) have published several very interesting papers on statistical control of microprobes. An introduction to the problem of statistical effects of background distribution on peak to background ratio is presented in . A more comprehensive development of this matter is underway. 
\ t
Electron energy loss spectrometry (EELS) is now a widely used technique in microanalysis, especially for the estimation of light elements (Joy, 1979) . The STEM is well suited for computer controlled acquisition of EEL spectra, which gives the possibility of creating images representing elemental composition of a sample (Gorlen et al., 1982; Rez & Ahn, 1982; Butler et al., 1982; Jeanguillaume et al., 1983) . Very large collection efficiencies are attainable using either sequential (Gorlen et al., 1982) or parallel (Isaacson & Johnson 1975; Shuman, 1981) detection techniques. Signal-to-noise ratios may therefore be large, and this may mislead one into thinking that a precise statistical evaluation of the quantitation is unnecessary.
In particular, very little attention has been paid to underlying assumptions used in determining elemental concentrations, such as the shape of the background model. Only quite recently, Statham (1982) and in a more comprehensive manner Egerton (1982a) pointed out the importance of the statistical errors associated with the evaluation of the parameters of the background model. The error contribution of the measurements made below the characteristic edge is indeed likely to be much more important than the one produced by the measurements above the edge.
Pun & Ellis (1983) present a rather statistical approach to that question, giving not only variance expressions but also approximate probability density functions (pdfs). These pdfs provide a deeper understanding of the behaviour of the variables than the variances alone could give, and permit the question of confidence limits and minimum detectable signal to be addressed. Beside statistical fluctuations, there is also the problem of systematic quantitation errors due, for example, to plural scattering or mass thickness effects. This question is treated from a more physical point of view by or Egerton (1982b) .
Signal and noise
At every point in the analysed sample an EEL spectrum is recorded. Figure 1 is a schematic drawing of a part of such a spectrum. The characteristic edge energy defines two energy regions, Idealized drawing of an inner-shell ionization edge in the energy loss spectrum, showing the estimation region and the integration region (with rz and m energy channels respectively). I n the integration region, the extrapolated background defines the background area b (below) and the edge area e (above).
the 'estimation region' and the 'integration region'. In the former, the parameters of the background law are estimated from the recorded counts. In the latter, the 'signal' of interest (edge area) is obtained by subtracting from the total number of counts t (total area) the number of counts b in the extrapolated background: e=t-b (1) 
Stalistical detection limit
The data which are obtained from an experiment are random variables. Each of the values taken by such a variable is one realization of a random process, which is assumed to have some known statistical characteristics. These data fluctuate about their 'true value', which is commonly estimated by averaging different realizations of the process. The statistical variations are often related to the average by a factor called 'signal-to-noise ratio', here denoted by s:
If the signal-to-noise ratio goes below a certain threshold, the statistical noise becomes too large and no further variable estimation is possible. In other words, a certain 'detection limit' is reached.
Aims
The present paper attempts to provide a more comprehensive treatment of the problem of statistical errors in quantitative EELS than given in Pun & Ellis (1983) . Different conclusions are given regarding the optimal number of acquisition channels to be used. The problem of visual detection limit is also addressed.
A clear distinction is made between the two problems of modelling the background shape (section 2) and of estimating the parameters of these models (section 3). The determination of the probability density functions of the variables involved in the computation of the edge area is essential. The methodology presented allows the derivation of approximate pdfs (section 4). They provide a tool which helps to solve two problems of particular interest: how to optimize objectively the acquisition parameters, and how to set a limit on the detectability of the signal (section 5).
In an EELS image, some statistical similarities exist between spatially close picture elements (pixels). The common distribution function of these similar pixels can be utilized to define a uniformity criterion, which may allow the uniform regions inside the image to be outlined. The identification of these regions could considerably improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the result (section 6).
HYPOTHESES A N D M O D E L S
In this paper the term model refers to the shape assumed for the background law below each characteristic edge. The models used here are possibly controversial; on the other hand, the hypotheses are rather well accepted.
Poissonian hypothesis (hypothesis H1) The Poisson distribution describes the frequency of occurrence of events in a given time interval. Two rather general conditions are assumed (see for example Parzen, 1962) : (1) the probability of an event (emission of a particle) occurring in a time interval depends only on the length of this interval; (2) the numbers of events occurring in disjoint time intervals are independent.
At an energy Ei (Fig. l) , the probability of recording ci counts in a unit time interval is given by (Poisson pdf, parameter Ci 3 0)
where Ci is the average number of counts, also called the parameter of the distribution. This
Ci is here the 'true' value; in the estimation region it is provided by the background model. A well-known property of the Poisson distribution is that its mean value equals its variance. In other terms, the signal-to-noise ratio associated with a number of counts Ci is s= C~/V'G= .\/G. It increases as Ci increases. This means that, for any Poisson counting process, there is an advantage in collecting more data for minimization of estimation error.
Independence hypothesis (hypothesis H2)
A very useful hypothesis, that is rather difficult to justify, is the assumption of statistical independence between the counts in different channels. It signifies that ci and cj are independent if i # j . In the case of parallel detection, this hypothesis is plausible since data coming from different energy channels are recorded by different detectors. In the case of sequential detection, the independence hypothesis can be justified by noting that counts for different energies are recorded at different times.
Inverse power background model
This model states that the average number of counts Ci at energy Ei is (4)
This power law is often assumed, and its validity can be justified over a limited energy range below each edge (Egerton, 1975; Leapman et al., 1980) . As observed in Rez (1983) , 'Preliminary work on carbon K for various collection angles suggest that for a fitting region of 50 eV starting 450 eV above threshold the error in the shape of 150 eV from the start of the background region is less than 23;'. However, there is certainly room for more physical research related to the range of validity of this model.
Linear background model
Although the inverse power background model seems to be the most accurate, other simpler background laws may be assumed. Based on the search for simplicity, a straight line is sometimes fitted to two points below the edge energy (Rez & Ahn, 1982; Rez, 1983) . This simpler procedure is said to be justified when the difference between linear and inverse power model (assumed to be correct) is less than any statistical error (Rez, 1983) . However, this argument is not really valid, since it mixes statistical and systematic errors. Whatever the statistical fluctuations of the resulting edge area may be, any departure from the inverse power model (assumed to be correct) yields a systematic error.
It should be noted that this systematic error can be determined and therefore recovered. But doing so would increase the complexity of the algorithm, and therefore using a linear model would no longer be simpler than using an inverse power one.
Two parameters model versus one parameter model
A property shared by the two preceding models is that they both have two degrees of freedom, i.e. two free parameters. Up to now, it seems that two parameters are in general necessary and sufficient to provide a satisfactory description of the background shape. As pointed out by , a one parameter model may suffice in certain very particular circumstances. The interest in using a one parameter model is that the variance of the result is greatly reduced, and consequently that the signal-to-noise ratio is improved (see section 6).
A typical example of a one parameter fit is when an image representing the signal below the edge is simply scaled and subtracted from an image above the edge (Ottensmeyer & Andrew, 1980) . Although this procedure might be valid in some particular configurations, Leapman & Stvyt have shown that in general artefacts are unavoidable when operating this way. If two parameters are sufficient, using a one parameter fit assumes that the other one is statistically constant. In other words, a one parameter fit can be performed over regions in the elemental image where the other parameter at each pixel belongs to the same distribution. This points Out the relevance of knowing the probability density functions of the parameters. These questions are addressed further on in this paper.
PARAMETER E S T I M A T I O N
The estimation of the parameters of laws, distributions, etc., is a classical problem in statistics (see, for example, Duda & Hart, 1973) . There are two general approaches to this problem; they should provide comparable results, but are conceptually very different. One approach views the parameters to be estimated as quantities whose values are fixed but unknown; an example of such a procedure is the maximum likelihood estimation. Another approach, known as Bayesian estimation, views the parameters as random variables, having distributions about which some information is known a priori. For example, the shape of the distribution might be assumed to be normal a priori, but the mean and the variance have to be estimated.
Maximum likelihood and Bayesian estimation
The maximum likelihood methodology can be used to estimate the parameters of the background law. The principle of this approach is to maximize the probability of obtaining the spectrum actually observed, with respect to the two unknown parameters (independence between the n channels in the estimation region is assumed). The following form is then maximized with respect to r and Coy the 'true' number of counts at the lower estimation energy Eo: Prob (spectrum, Co, r)= fI Prob (ci) i = l with Once r and CO are estimated, it is straightforward to obtain the 01 defined in Eq. (4). Further developments on this topic are in progress.
In the Bayesian estimation, an a priori guess is usually formulated regarding the distribution of the parameters of interest. The observation of the samples modifies this a priori probability law into an a posteriori known one. Each new estimation should make the estimate converge towards its 'true' value, thereby describing a measure of risk (or error). A well-known measure is the squared error, which for the inverse power background model is
where f is a monotonic function, such as the logarithm to base e.
The method which gives the parameters minimizing the squared error is known as minimum squared error procedure (MSE) (Duda & Hart, 1973) , or least squares estimation (LSE) (Daniel & Wood, 1980) . The estimates of the parameters obtained using the LSE are the 'best' in the sense that they are normally distributed with the 'true' values as means and with the least possible variance. However, this is only valid if the following assumptions hold: (1) the observed variable, further on denoted by yi=log (ci), is normally distributed; (2) two variables yi and yj with i#j are statistically uncorrelated; (3) the mean value ofyi is a function ofxi =log (&); (4) the variance of yi is constant or proportional to a known function of xi.
The requirements (3) and (4) are satisfied here; (1) is approximately true when ci becomes large enough to allow the Gaussian approximation for the Poisson distribution, and (2) is verified when assuming the independence hypothesis H2.
Neither the maximum likelihood approach nor the LSE procedure (or more generally speaking, the Bayesian approach) is known to have any definite advantage over the other (Duda & Hart, 1973) . However, the LSE approach is conceptually simple, and is easy to implement. Even fitting a two parameter function to two data points (Jeanguillaume, 1982; Rez, 1983 ) is a degenerate case of LSE. This method is therefore commonly used and will also be employed in the following.
Least squares estimation for the inverse power model
obtained with a In-ln transformation* :
A linearized expression for the inverse power background model described by Eq. (4) is
and The value n represents the number of energy channels in the estimation region. The reason for
with a' = a + rz is that, under the independence hypothesis H2, the parameters a and r are statistically independent. On the other hand, a' and r are correlated : they are neither statistically independent nor linearly dependent (although it may seem they are). This property of a and r does not have any basic consequences for the LSE, but is very useful when deriving further statistical characteristics because it permits many simplifications. Figure 2 is an example of real data for which both a and a' are given. It is visually clear that a dependence does exist between the a' and r images, while the a and r images seem very uncorrelated; indeed they are. A structure appears in the a image, which is related to to the variation in the number of counts in the estimation region (mass thickness). This comes from the fact that the LS estimates of a and r are (see for example Daniel & Wood, 1980) These results are easily obtained by minimizing the error form C [ y t -( a -r (~~-Z ) ) ]~ with respect to a and r. The parameter a is related to the average number of counts in the estimation region of the spectrum. Knowing a, 01 is simply given by the inverse of the relation (10).
It should be noted that an unweighted LSE procedure is used, although the variances of the cz's are not constant but vary with ci, i.e. with Ei. This is known as non-homoscedasticity.
The variances of yr = In (ci) being the inverses of the weights to be employed, the estimates for a and r therefore have non-minimum variance. However, for two main reasons, the unweighted LSE is commonly used.
* 'In' denotes the natural logarithm to base e. First, the variance ofyi, obtained from Eq. (9) using a linear approximation, is var ( y i )~ var (Ci)/Ci2r l/Ci. The relative decrease of var (yi) from y~ to yn is therefore (C1-CJC1 g
This term depends only on the choice of the estimation region and on the value of r. Typical acquisition conditions are for example El = 450 eV, En= 490 eV (En/El = 1-1) and r=4; the relative decrease is then 29%. Atypical conditions are obtained when the ratio En/El approaches about 1.5; in this case, the decrease becomes 80%. If the variation of var (yi) does not exceed 50-100~0, which is commonly the case, the unweighted LSE produces results very close to those obtained when correct weighting is employed. This has been shown in a different context by Schwartz (1979) ; work in preparation confirms that fact in EELS. In current experimental practice, the conclusions drawn later in this paper therefore remain globally applicable.
Second, weighting the data is relatively easy when the variance of the observed variable yr is proportional to a known function of xi. This is actually not the case here, since var
where a and r are precisely the parameters to be estimated. Consequently the only way to obtain an estimate for var (yi) is to acquire several values of yi for the same estimation channel Ei. The acquisition time and computational complexity would of course dramatically be increased, and this also motivates the use of an unweighted LSE procedure.
A systematic error due to the non-linearity of the In-ln transformation can be expected. It comes from the fact that a symmetric error interval about a given number of counts, say
However, it can be shown using geometric arguments that the error induced in the estimation of r is very small compared to the statistical errors, usually by two or three orders of magnitude. The demonstration is simple, and is omitted here.
Equations ( 1 1 ) can be rewritten as with The formulation used in Eqs. (12) makes clear the distinction between the deterministic contribution to the parameters a and r, given by the terms ai and Y i , and the random contribution, given by the yi's. The coefficients ai and ri are known in advance, and Eqs. (12) show that the parameters a and r are nothing else than linearly filtered (or weight averaged) versions of the set { y i } . This may suggest an on-line determination of a and r.
Furthermore, Eqs. (12) express a and r as vectors over the basis { y i , i= 1 . . . n}. This basis is orthogonal, since the ci's are independent (hypothesis H2). It is easily seen that the scalar product C airi of a and r over the basis {yi) is zero; this is one proof of the statistical independence of a and r under the hypothesis of independent CL'S.
n

Least squares estimation for the linear model
A linear model for the background may be written as
The symbol g is used in place of r to point out the fact that those values are not the same. The LS estimators for h and g are
( 154 with hi= l/n (164
I,
Similarly to the previous case the parameters h and g are filtered versions of the set {ci}.
Assuming that the inverse power model for the background is correct, the use of the linear model induces a systematic error in terms of number of counts. At each energy Ei, the error E L is
where 5 is 'vnEi, the geometric mean of the energies in the estimation region. For typical values, this error is far from being small. Using five channels below the edge at 250, 260, . . ., 290 eV, and five channels above edge at 310, 320, . . ., 350 eV, 10 000 counts at 300 eV (edge) and with r set at 3, the values for h and g are respectively 13,946 and 154.8. In the integration region, the sum of the error values given by Eq. (17) is 14,690, while the 'true' value (inverse power model) is 37,980. This means that there is a systematic error of 39";.
Automated electron microscopes are often driven by fast and versatile computers which, in the framework of EELS recording, can evaluate parameters as easily for the linear model as for the inverse power model. If it is known that one of these models is likely to be the more i accurate, it should be used. From here on, the inverse power model is assumed to be correct.
It should be noted that the following derivations would remain similar with a different choice for the background model.
P R O B A B I L I T Y D E N S I T Y F U N C T I O N S , V A R I A N C E S A N D C O N F I D E N C E L I M I T S
When the distribution of a function of random variables has to be derived, one first attempts to reduce the problem to the case of a linear combination of independent normally distributed variables. The resulting distribution is then normal. This linearization may either be almost implicit, as for the parameters a and r and the edge area e, or may have to be explicitly performed using for example a series development, as for the background area b. A simple method is employed for checking the validity of the linearization: it consists of comparing the results obtained with different numbers of terms in the series development.
probability distribution of the parameters a and r It is clear from Eqs. (12a) and (12b) that the problems of deriving the distributions for a Or for r are essentially similar. The derivation is therefore given only for the parameter a. Assuming that an observation is made on this variable a, the problem is to have an estimation for its 'true' value A ; or equivalently to have an estimation for .la = A -a. From (12a) :
An interesting property of the normal distribution is that it may be used as an approximation for the Poisson distribution, if the mean of the latter is 'not too small'. The pdf (probability density function) of ci (Eq. 3) may therefore be approximated by where ci is the observed random variable while Ci is the 'true' value (mean). This expression defines the normalized variable ui
The distribution of ui reveals that 1 ui 1 is smaller than 3 with a probability of 99.73Oj). On the other hand, CZ is typically on the order of some thousands. It is therefore possible to approximate the right hand side of Eq. (21) by The ti's are statistically independent, which implies that the ui's are also independent. The deviation Aa is then a weighted sum of independent normal variables, and from Eq. (22) with The values Ci are not known, but they can be approximated by Ci=exp (a)++(Ei/E) r, where a and r are estimated from the set of observed counts and E is defined in Eq. (17) . The Ci may also be approximated by the observed values ci. These two approximations are consistent, and give similar results, but the second one is more likely to give the actual variance of the parameter a.
Equation (23) shows that the random variable a is normally distributed about A, with a variance given by Eq. (24). Conversely, a confidence level in the estimation of the 'true' A can be given from the measure a ; A is contained in the interval (a-qua, a+qoa) with a certainty of 1 -2 erfc (4). For exampIe, A is in (a -3 ua, a + 3 uU) with a confidence level of 99.7376.
In a very similar way, replacing at by ri (given by Eq. (13b)) in Eq. (22) produces the distribution of r :
T. Pun, J. R. Ellis and M . Eden with
In order to reduce the noise, the variances, which are the statistical fluctuations of the variables, have to be reduced. For the parameters a and r, this implies that either the number of counts ci or the width between these channels should be increased. The effect on the variances of varying the number of channels n depends upon the acquisition instrumentation and procedure. If a parallel recording system is connected to the spectrometer, there is a definitive advantage in increasing n. This is, however, not necessarily true for a sequential recording system, where the deflected beam is moved in front of one single slot. Two situations may occur then: either the total acquisition time per spectrum may be increased as is the number of channels (i.e. the recording time for each energy channel remains the same), or this acquisition time is limited and has to remain constant.
In the first situation, there is advantage in increasing n. In the second one, however, the acquisition time per channel decreases as the number of channels increases. If four channels instead of two are used, the acquisition time per channel is divided by 2 and consequently the number of counts is also divided by 2. Since r is assumed not to vary, a: is divided by 2. More generally speaking, if the number of channels is increased from n l to n2, the term un is constant, 01 becomes (nlln2)a and the energy increment between channels AE (see Appendix) becomes {(nl-l),'(n2--1)) 9E. From Eqs. (A2) and (A7), it appears that ua2 remains approximately constant, but that ur2 increases. The latter becomes [{(n2 - 
A is increased to {3(n2 -l)/(n2 + I)$++ +. Therefore, if the total acquisition time remains the same, increasing n increases ur2 without decreasing uiz: errors tend to grow. Note that this increase is bounded, for example by 3 if n l = 2. The variations of ua and ur are represented on Fig. 3 .
In the case of a linear model for the background, Eqs. (15) show that as long as the Gaussian approximation to the distribution of the ci's holds, h andg are also weighted sums of independent normal variables. The mean and the variance of the distribution of g are respectively x gici and C g&, with gi given by (16b). The results are similar for the parameter h.
Distribution of the background area b
tion region (see Fig. l 
):
The background area b is the area delimited by the extrapolated background in the integra-where i is still defined by (9), i.e. defined in the estimation region, xj' is In (Ej') in the integration region, and m is the number of channels in the integration region. A statistical fluctuation of the parameter a induces a change in the height of the extrapolated background, while a variatior, of r makes it pivot about the point 12, y} of the estimation region. 
The distribution of b about the 'true' B is Gaussian. It appears from Eqs. (29a) and (33) that in order to decrease the variance of b (once ua2 and ur2 are minimized), the distance between the estimation and the integration region has to be decreased. The term br2urz due to the variation of r in Eq. (33) is usually many times larger than the term b2aa2 due to the variation of a. For typical acquisition conditions, such as those set for Figs. 4, 5 or 6, the former is about 10 times larger than the latter. When varying the number n of estimation channels for a constant total acquisition time, b is approximately constant but u b 2 increases (Fig. 3) . and 6 (short dashes; 0-10 corresponds to 0-160,000) and signal-to-noise ratio (continuous line; 0-10 corresponds to 0-1) as a function of the number n of estimation channels. T h e total acquisition time per spectrum is constant: fewer counts are recorded per channel as their number increases. The number 112 of integration channels is equal to the number n of estimation channels. Parameters (cf. notations defined in the Appendix): E l = 4 4 0 eV, En=490 eV, El'=500eV, Em'=520 eV, r = 4 , k = l o , , . The number of counts at energy E l is 24,000 when n = m = 2.
Distribution of the edge area e From Eq. (l), the edge area is
With the hypothesis H 2 of independence between the cj' (numbers of counts in the integration region at energy Ej'), their sum is still a Poisson variable of parameter T. The Gaussian approximation to the Poisson variable t shall be used again, and the distribution o f t about the 'true' T is
The value T is unknown, and can be estimated by the measured t. From Eqs. (34) and (35), the probability distribution of e is straightforwardly determined :
This result not only provides the estimate of the variance of each picture element in the EELS image, it also gives the confidence level with which each of them is known. The knowledge Of the shape of the pdf of e is also of importance, and some examples of its possible utilization are presented in sections 5 and 6. For simplicity, the figures are here obtained assuming an edge following the inverse power law. But it is interesting to note that no assumption has to be made regarding the shape of the edge; this makes the results above quite general.
S I G N A L T O N O I S E R A T I O A N D S T A T I S T I C A L D E T E C T I O N L I M I T
From the point of view adopted in this paper, the notion of signal to noise ratio (snr) and minimum detectable signal are closely tied. The detection limit is in fact a sort of threshold on the snr, below which the statistical fluctuations are too large to allow the detection of any signal.
Snr: a global and objective criterion
Returning to the problem faced by the analyst, i.e. how to set the acquisition parameters to obtain the best possible result, the snr can be used as a global and objective criterion which is to be maximized.
In order to express the relative magnitude of e (edge area) and b (background area), the 'relative edge concentration' k is introduced : k=elb (38) Although this relative edge concentration is somewhat artificial, it relates directly to the elemental concentration. The underlying significance of the two are similar, and the actual values are often of the same order of magnitude.
The signal-to-noise ratio, defined in a very general way by Eq. (2), becomes
In this global measure of the goodness of the edge area estimation, some terms depend on the estimation region (Q, u,.), some on the integration region ( t or k), and some on both of them (6 and br). But an interesting point is that the snr can be increased by acting rather independently on these two regions. It is also clear that using the expression ( t -6)/y'(tS6) for the snr s is a gross mistake. The area 6 is not Poisson distributed; its variance is therefore not 6, and the variance of e = t -6 is not t + 6. The term u b2 is indeed usually many times larger than 6.
In the estimation region, varying the number n of channels has a result depending upon the acquisition procedure. As mentioned in section 4, an increase in n yields a better snr when the acquisition duration is allowed to increase. However, when sequentially recording the counts in different channels, it may happen that the total acquisition time per spectrum is limited. Increasing n makes then the time spent for each channel smaller, and consequently ur2 increases. Even if the background area 6 remains approximately constant (same number n and m of channels), its variance increases and therefore the snr becomes smaller. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The figure is obtained with an edge following the inverse power law model PEP', with
From the statistical point of view, it is therefore better to use only two estimation channels. It may, however, be useful for the analyst to visualize the recorded spectrum by displaying more than two channels . This allows one to check whether. the actual data follow an inverse power law in the entire estimation range, or if there exist physical artefacts which could lead to systematic errors . Having this on-line way of controlling the goodness of the background modelling may be worth having a poorer snr. Figure 4 demonstrates the improvement in snr when the width of the estimation region increases, for a given number of channels (constant acquisition time per spectrum). This figure is obtained for a spectrum with 10 000 counts at a core energy of 500 eV. For other numbers of counts, it can easily be shown that the snr is proportional to their square root. When the width is zero, the snr is also zero: there is a total uncertainty on the measurement due to the pivoting effect of the extrapolated background. The pivot point is (E, 7 ) ; these values are the geometrical means in the estimation region (see Eq. 17). In summary, for optimizing the acquisition parameters in the estimation region: (1) the width of the estimation region should be increased as long as the background model remains valid; (2) if the total acquisition time is limited, there is an advantage in using only two estimation channels; otherwise, the number n of channels should be increased; (3) more counts have to be recorded.
In the integration region (as also shown by Egerton, 1982a) , there is an optimum number rn of integration channels. This value can be obtained by maximizing the form (39) with respect to m. Figure 5 illustrates this point; the m channels are here positioned each 10 eV above the core energy, and the width of the integration region varies from 0 to 90 eV. The total acquisition time per spectrum increases with m. The higher the relative edge concentration, the sharper is the maximum of the signal-to-noise ratio. The optimum value of rn is relatively small, which is interesting when the acquisition time has to be minimized.
Snr curves obtained when the total acquisition time is constant are also shown on Fig. 5 . The optimum snr is always obtained for m = 1 integration channels. These curves are computed as follows; first, the energies for the estimation region are chosen. Second, while the number of integration channels varies from 1 to 10, the counts in each of them are decreased accordingly. If m is 1, the edge channel contains 10,000 counts; for 2, this value becomes 5000, and therefore the second channel contains 4619 counts (Eq. 4); etc. Then, the variances of a and r are determined, and finally the snr is calculated.
Comparing the two sets of snr curves shown in Fig. 5 reveals that increasing the acquisition time in order to record data in more integration channels is not necessarily a good choice. It is true that the snr obtained in the constant acquisition time situation is always clearly lower. However, the loss in snr is smaller than the gain m in acquisition time. With three integration channels (m=3), the loss in snr would be approximately 1.75 while the gain in time would be 3. Once the number m of acquisition channels is chosen, there is advantage in having them close to each other. This decreases the width of the integration region and increases by thereby yielding a larger snr. Figure 6 illustrates this point; the total acquisition time per spectrum is here constant (n=m=5). When comparing Fig. 6 with Fig. 4 , it appears that degradation of the snr is relatively small when the integration region width increases, as opposed to the dramatic decrease in snr when the estimation region width decreases. Comparison of Figs. 5 and 6 shows that the snr is slightly more degraded by choosing an integration region which is too wide than by having too many integration channels. These comparisons point out the critical importance of the choice of the estimation region. Last but not least, the estimation and integration regions have to be as close as possible. This reduces the amplitude of fluctuations due to the pivoting effect of the extrapolated background.
In summary, for optimizing the acquisition parameters in the integration region: (1) this region has to be as close to the estimation region as possible; (2) the number m of integration channels can be optimized, and usually has to be rather small; if the total acquisition time is limited, it is desirable to concentrate the data acquisition in one channel; (3) these m channels have to be close to each other in order to decrease the width of the region.
All these conditions on the parameters of the estimation and integration region should provide an almost optimized acquisition (from a statistical point of view). The general problem of simultaneously setting the best value for each parameter would require more knowledge of the actual data to be recorded, and is much more complex.
Minimum detectable signal: a signal and observer dependent criterion
The ability to extract a signal of interest from noisy fluctuations is very observer dependent. The observer may be here either a human being or an image processing algorithm implemented on a computer. This ability is also signal dependent. For example, a very redundant signal allows its detection in very noisy situations. The fact that here the pdf of the noise is known may also be helpful in designing a quality enhancement algorithm. In the present and particular case of EELS images, some experiments have led to the rough conclusion that a snr at each pixel of about 0.2-0.5 is necessary to permit the direct observation of some rather large region of interest. What has been done here is by no means intended to be an exhaustive study of the very complex problem of visual discrimination. Display parameters (such as colour, screen definition, etc.) as well as object parameters (such as shape, size, etc.) are deliberately neglected. Influence of grouping individual pixels is not taken into account; results obtained in this section refer only to the individual pixel snr. This oversimplification is done purposely. A precise and complete formula taking all parameters into account does not exist, and the intent is rather to present some results on how to deal with the problem of detection limits.
Caution has to be exercised when setting a visual observation limit. The important factor for such discrimination is indeed not the snr, but rather the image contrast. This contrast is defined as the ratio of the interesting part of the signal to its total variation. It has to be as large as possible, and its relationship to the smaller detectable snr depends on the statistics of the noise. The best attainable contrast for a given observation, called the 'optimal contrast', is defined as the ratio of the ideal signal value (here, the edge area e) to the dynamic range of the actual signal perturbed by the noise. In the present case of Gaussian distribution, it may be assumed that this range extends 3~e below the reference value 0 and 308 above the signal value and therefore is e+60e. The optimal contrast is then
Copt z e/(e + 6ue) = S/(S + 6) (404
Or
(If there is no noise, Copt is 1.) This parameter is called optimal in the sense that the full dynamic range of the signal is mapped on the full dynamic range of the display. This may not always be the case; when several pictures are to be compared, they may have to be scaled within h e Same extremum values. The largest of the dynamic ranges of these images is the one mapped on h e display dynamic (as in Fig. 7) .
his Fig. 7 shows some of the patterns used in these experiments. An exponential transform is applied in order primarily to correct for the eye's response and therefore to linearize the grey sale represented on the images. They simulate various relative edge concentrations; the signal to-noise ratios as well as the optimal and actual contrast ratios are given. The actual contrast ratios (i.e. e/(max-min)) are smaller than the optimal contrast Copt because, in Eqs. (40), fie actual dynamic range is larger than e+60e. These figures point out the fact that the snr is not the only important factor when pictures have to be visually compared: the contrast ratio also should be maximized. The visual detectability limit, for these EELS images, is for Copt ,-lose to 0.05, i.e. for a snr of about 0.35. For a 'machine observer', a detectability limit for the sm would be rather higher, at least according to the current state of the art. But again, those values are rather arbitrary, and depend strongly on the image and algorithm used. What precedes demonstrates once more the the importance of knowing, in addition to the variance of e, the shape of its distribution. The images shown in Fig. 7 are obtained using a simulation program, which reproduces the EELS imaging process by first generating Poisson variables according to a given background law, then performing the LSE, and finally the subtraction of the extrapolated background from another set of Poisson counts representing the edge. Figure 8 shows the number of counts at core edge energy necessary to be able to detect a given relative edge concentration with different snr's. For example, with the acquisition parameters given in the figure caption, about 20,000 counts at an edge are necessary to 'see' an elemental concentration of lo/o, if a snr of 1 is taken as a detection limit. The required number of counts increases dramatically as the concentration decreases. It can be shown that for typical experimental conditions and for small values of 12, the number of counts increases approximately as fast as the square of the decrease in concentration. With the same conditions as above, 75,000 counts are required for a 05",, concentration, and about 2,000,000 counts for a 0.1 nb concentration! 
U N I F O R M I T Y C R I T E R I O N A N D O N E P A R A M E T E R F I T
It is evident from Eq. (37) that if the parameter r can be assumed to be constant, the resulting statistical noise would dramatically decrease (ur2=O). More realistically, if Y is constant over a region containing N points, the variance u1.2 becomes ar2/N, and the expression (39) for the signal-to-noise ratio becomes For typical acquisition conditions, like those set for Figs. 4, 5 or 6, if or2 0 the variance a 2 would decrease by a factor of approximately 7. This would increase the snr by a factor of approximately 2-3.
The question of the relevance of such a one parameter fit has been raised by . By assuming a constant r taken as the average r value over the entire image, they show that artefacts can be generated. The variations of r are explained by physical considerations. The interest of the statistical modelling of the process of edge area computation is that it may provide an answer to the question: is r really constant ? Figure 2 is an example of an image where this is not true: r obviously varies. Therefore such a one parameter fit is justified only if it is applied over regions where r is known to be statistically uniform.
A simple and plausible way to define such uniform regions is to characterize them by their constancy in average value. However, this average value is rarely known a priori, and furthermore the actual values of the picture elements (pixels) fluctuate about the average. In the case of EELS images, an approximate form of the variance of these fluctuations is known at each pixel (Eq. 37). Supposing that a uniform region is well known, with average value p, each element k in this region is normally distributed about this mean p with a variance u , , L~. Although is constant throughout the region, up,,$ varies from point to point according to the number of Counts recorded in the estimation energy range. This is typically due to variations in mass thickness. Therefore the 'normalized edge values., defined as for each pixel k in this region having a constant mean p, follow a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1.
In the real situation, the uniform regions are not known a priori. The problem of finding them becomes a search for areas where the pdf of the normalized edge values is normal with parameters (0, 1). This sort of investigation belongs to the domain of image processing (Rosenfeld & Kak, 1982) . In order for this search to be of practical realizability, regions where r has this normal distribution should not be too small; otherwise the uniformity of r could not be asserted with a large statistical confidence.
C O N C L U S I O N
The process of EELS imaging involves many facets, among which are the problems of modelling, estimation of parameters, derivation of statistical properties, and determination of Some global criterion of quality. Among the models used to define the background contribution, the inverse power law with two free parameters seems to be the more appropriate. It should be noted that the methodology used would remain similar with a different choice for the background model. In usual situations, and especially when there are few counts, it is worth doing the more sophisticated fit to the data, in order to have the best possible estimation of the background law. The least squares estimation method has the advantage of being robust and allowing relatively easy handling of the mathematical aspects of this process.
The two basic hypotheses underlying the EELS imaging process are restated, namely the Poisson assumption and the independence between counts in different energy channels. Approximate probability density functions are then derived for each parameter and result of interest. These distributions turn out to be Gaussian. This property makes the determination of condence limits regarding the quality of the estimation easy. It also provides a relationship between the optimal visual contrast and the snr of an EELS image, as well as a relatively simple uniformity criterion. Such a criterion can, for example, be used for defining regions where a one parameter fit can be applied.
A global signal-to-noise ratio is given, which takes into account and 'summarizes' every step in the edge area estimation process. Acting as a global criterion, this snr points out the essential importance of the choice of the estimation and integration energy regions. In summary, for optimizing the acquisition parameters in the estimation region, (1) the width of this region should be increased as long as the background model remains valid; ( 2 ) if the total acquisition time is limited, there is an advantage in using only two estimation channels; otherwise, the number n of channels should be increased; (3) more counts have to be recorded. For optimizing the acquisition parameters in the integration region, (1) this region has to be as close to the estimation region as possible; (2) the number rn of integration channels can be optimized, and usually has to be rather small; if the total acquisition time is limited, it is desirable to concentrate the data acquisition in one channel; (3) these m channels have to be close to each other in order to decrease the width of this region.
The notion of optimal visual contrast is presented, and its relation to the snr permits the introduction of the concept of statistical detection limit. Examples are given regarding the number of counts required to detect a given elemental contribution. For typical experimental conditions, the required analysis time decreases roughly as the square of the increase in concentration of the object of interest.
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Notations
In the estimation region, the lowest energy is El and the highest En, where n is the number of channels. AE is the increment between two consecutive channels; therefore, (n -l)AE= W= En-El is the width of the estimation region. In the integration region, the lowest energy is El' and the highest Em', where rn is the number of channels. AE' is the increment between two consecutive channels; therefore (m-l)AE'= M'= Em'-El' is the width of the estimation region.
Variance of a
From (4) 
b, z
The expression for at? is obtained by combining (A8) and (A9) with (A2) and (A7) into (33).
